Customers want 10X more On-Demand Video.
You need the simplest, most scalable solution.

Smartphone and tablet video views more than doubled in 2014. More than 50% of U.S. Millennials
view content on-demand vs. broadcast. Globally, IP video traffic will be 79 percent of all IP traffic by
2018. The transformation to “Content anywhere, anytime, on any device” is a reality.
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Unified Streaming Platform Benefits
Reduce operation complexity
One solution (lightweight software)
One workflow (one source any device)
One encode
Freedom of DRM

Scality RING Benefits
Strong, broad performance: Low latency, high throughput, and good IOPS
Unlimited scale and geographically distributed
Always online: highest availability
Hardware-agnostic: significantly reduces acquisition and operating costs

Why is the Unified Streaming Platform and RING Solution Superior?
Software deployment flexibility – your choice of industry standard hardware
No streaming server or storage appliance lock-in – pay as you grow
Support for any format, any file size
High/predictable bandwidth and linear performance scaling translates into
56GB/s per rack, with an unlimited number of racks
Native multi-protocols for media ingest (NFS, SMB, FTP) and streaming (HTTP)
Proven at massive capacity and millions of HTTP requests per hour
Very efficient with strong data protection and erasure coding
Highly reliable with 100% uptime

Value of the Unified Streaming Platform and RING Solution
Increase reach to all devices
Best user experience
Fast time to market in a competitive environment
Protect your content and content value
Massive scale in number of objects and file size allows content owners and
distributors to manage large catalogs of titles encoded in many formats
Customers save a lot of money by building their own origin storage infrastructure
Dramatically improve TCO over legacy appliances

Unified Streaming and Scality jointly provide a solution that uses one
encode, scales to petabytes, and dynamically repackages on the fly to all
formats and clients out there (HLS, HDS, ISS, MPEG-DASH, progressive).

About Unified Streaming Platform
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